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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate a set of ex-
ercises for the development of effective word recognition and 
word meaning in grade five.· 
Surveys made on pupil achievement and research carried 
on in the field of intermediate grade reading have shown 
clearly that large numbers of pupils in the grades have seri-
ous reading difficulties. One of the outstanding causes of 
these difficulties lies in poor word knowledge. In order to 
become fluent readers pupils must be able to recognize words 
quickly and accurately. Instant word recognition helps in 
grasping word meaning. 
Research has shown that there is a close relationship 
between vocabulary and general achievement in school. Pupils 
with greater knowledge of word meaning do better school work 
than those with lesser word knowledge. Thel?efore some system-
atic training in developing word recognition and word meaning 
should be provided. 
A set of exercises previously constructed as a work-
book1 have been used in this study to evaluate their effective~ 
~Margaret A. Keefe, Exercises for the Deve1opment of 
Effective Word Recognition and Word Meaning in Grade Fi~, 
PP~ 35-194; Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1950. 
• 
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ness in developing word recognition and word meaning. Ten 
specific skills to develop word power comprise the exercises. 
The exercises were tried out in three fifth grades, 
consisting of one hundred and fifty pupils in three suburban 
industrial centers of Boston. 
It is the purpose of this study to evaluate these 
exercises which have been constructed to aid in the develop-
ment of word recognition and word mea?inge 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
In this chapter, the literature and research related 
to the problem of developing effective word recognition and 
word meaning will be evaluated. 
Because of the scope of the material that has been 
written about this particular phase of the reading·field, the 
intention will be to list only the valid opinions of those who 
are considered experts in dealing with these problems and 
their implications. 
"It is generally agreed that the reading ability in 
our schools is inexcusably low. Furthermore, the situation 
grows more critical as the educational level advances. First 
grade boys and girls understand what is said in their books 
more clearly than do those at the elementary.and secondary 
level. "1 
Educators also agree that the students in these grades 
should be taught effective techniques for acquiring the abil• 
ity to develop word meaninge The mere identifying and recog-
nizing of words is useless unless the reader understands ade• 
quately the meaning intended by the writer. This is often a 
1 Paul McKee, The T~ching of Reading in the Elementary 
School, p. 45. 
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complicated procedure as the materials used frequently present 
serious meaning· difficulties and numerous opportunlties for 
misunderstanding. 
Just what is meant by recognizing a printed word? 
McKee1 believes that it is when~ "the reader recognizes it as 
a form that he knows~ can or does speak the· pronunciation, 
and thinks the particular meaning which the word has in the 
setting in which it is used at the time.u 
He goes on to say: 
The school should provide effective instruction in 
recognizing printed words. Such instruction will teach 
the pupil that in attempting to recognize a word he 
should always use the context in conjunction with what-
ever degree of word analysis is necessary. It will 
teach him the names and sounds of those letters, and 
those groups of letters which are the most useful clues 
in securing rapid recognition. It will provide him with 
a large amount of simple reading matter which contains 
words he must learn to recognize readily and which offer 
a strong interest-pull. 
In the same vein Durre112 writes: 
Difficulties with individual words constitute a chief 
handicap of poor readerse Words outside the reader's ex-
perience--unfamiliar words for which he has no meaning•• 
cause serious difficulty in comprehension at any level. 
In the intermediate grades this difficulty becomes espe-
cially acute bec.ause many words in required reading in 
social studies and natural science are completely unknown 
to slow or even average learnerse Prompt word recogni-
tion is essential for smooth phrase reading. If long 
steps are required in order to recognize or analyze words, 
the flow of thought may be interrupted and memory of the 
1McKee, op. cit., P• 46. 
2Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities, p. 162. 
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content reduced. Necessarily. recognition· must be immed-
iate to avoid extra eye movements. It is also important 
that the child be able to analyze words independently. 
Poor word analysis usually results in unsatisfactory 
reading and in unwillingness to read independently. An 
adequate reading program will include attention to those 
three major phases of word study: meaning~ recognition 
and analysis. 
In a chapter devoted to the development of word-recog• 
ni tion abilities Russell1 declares, uThere is no value in 
having a child able to work out by phonetic or other analysis, 
the pronunciation of a word wh1chconveys no meaning to him. 
On the other·hand, granted that the child can associate a 
number of ideas with a particular symbol, it is important that 
he develop ways of 'unlocking• this word symbol which he has 
not met before in written form.n Consequently, he concludes 
that children may use the following seven different ways to 
recognize new or partly known words. These are: 
1. 
2. 
word. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
1· 
The general pattern, or configuration of the word. 
Special characteristics of the appearance of the 
Similarity to known words. 
Recognition of familiar parts in longer words. 
The use of picture clues~ 
The use of context cluese 
Phonetic and structural analysis of the worde 
The first four of these may be classed as Perception 
abilities, the next two as Association abilities and the last 
two as Analytical abilities. 
In general, the successful reader is the one who can 
~- combine several of these methods to discover the method he 
1 David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, p. 206. 
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wants to know. 
Bond and Wagner1 maintain that "A knowledge of the 
meaning of the words be it ever so broad and ever so clear, 
Will not ensure the recognition of that word from the printed 
symbol. There is, in addition to understanding the word, the 
need for a systematic attack upon the printed counterpart of 
that word." 
Gates 2 believes that the following principles should 
be observed in the recognition of the word form itself. 
1. Induce the pupils to react actively and vigorously 
to the word form. ·· 
2.. Provide guidance in discovering the most signifi-
cant features of the printed word. 
3. Encourage the pupil to conduct his own studies of 
each new word. 
4. Display the word in as many different forms as 
needed. 
5. Avoid introducing too many words in a single 
lesson. 
6. Help the pupil to utilize a variety of clues. 
7. Help the pupil to see and use the word parts 
which are most helpful for word recognition and to elim• 
inate those that are misleading. 
8. Help the pupils to try different analyses of words 
instead of repeating the same one. · 
9. Compare each new word with others. 
10. All word comparisons and word-analysis activities 
should be carried on with words which have been previous-
ly encountered. 
11. Words, especially difficult ones, should be re• 
viewed from time to time in comparison with new words. 
12. Study of word sounds should precede and accompany 
study of the visible printed or spoken .words. 
1Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond Wagner, Teaching the Child 
to Read, P• 224. 
2 Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of·Reading, PP• 242• 
250. 
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13. In attacking an unfamiliar word the visual anal-
ysis of the word form must precede the sound of the word 
parts. 
14. Word elements should be introduced by leading the 
pupils to discover them in words rather than by present• 
ing them in isolation. 
15. Rules and technical terms should be introduced 
only when it is certain they really help. 
16. Provide 'frequent reviews and periodic diagnoses. 
17. The total program should be organized to provide 
the skills most needed at a given time and also to secure 
gradual progress toward higher levels in ability. 
In an enlightening chapter on word recognition Grayl 
observes, "the child, as well as t_he adult uses more than one 
method of word perception. And with the child, as wi_th the 
adult, the methods used in perceiving words depends upon fa-
miliarity with the meaning and forms of the particular words 
encountered in reading. When the child meets known words 
grouped in familiar units he may recognize an entire phrase 
at a single glance. In this case, meaning associations are 
aroused by a rapid visual impression of the general contour . 
or distinguishing characteristics of the word forms. In-
stantaneous perception such as this, however, presupposes 
that the child has first learned to identify the words in the 
given passage and that subsequently he has had many opportun-
ities to meet them in context and thus to master them .. " 
Regarding the value of context MeKee2 states, none 
can build needed concepts if reading is accompanied by ex-
planatory context, if the context is detailed and familiar and 
1William s. Gray, On Their Own in Readin5, p. 41~ 
2McKee, op. cit., p. 81. 
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if the skill. necessary to use it is present.'' 
Mc0ul.lough1 suggests that there are seven different 
types of context clues. She describes them as follows: 
1. Definition. Where the descriptive context defines 
the unknown word~ 
2. Experience. Children may rely on their past con-
crete experiences. e.g. Jack gave his _ a bone to chew. 
3. Comparison with known ideas. The unknown word is 
compared with something known. e.g. You do not have to 
run, you can _. 
4. Synonym. e.g. When the captain gave up, the crew 
had to ___ , too. · 
5. Familiar expression. This requires an aoquain ... 
tanee with familiar language patterns. e.g. As they sat 
on the bank, Bill. expected the fish to _. 
6. Summary. The unknown word summarizes the several 
ideas that have preceded it. e.g. Down the street they 
came. First there were elephants, then the clowns, then 
the lions in cages, and then the performers. It was a 
circus • 
7. Reflection of a mood. or situation. e.g. The 
clouds were black. Scarcely any light came in through 
the windows. The whole house was dark and • 
Durre112 declares, uEvery child should be able to use 
the context in word mastery. In many situations the context 
alone s_houl.d indicate the word meaning. n He goes on to say, 
*'If a word is to be read smoothly in phrases, it must be rec-
ognized accurately in one tenth of a second or less. If 
longer time is required word by word reading results. For 
testing recognition and for practicing quick perception, a 
quick-flash device, such as a word or phrase tachistoscope, 
1oonstance M. McCullough, ttRecognition of Context 
Clues in Reading,u Elementary English Review, XXII (January, 
1945), 1-5. 
2Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Readins 
Abilities, pp. 1.76-7. 
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is desirable,n His convict:Lons on the advisability of drill 
on words which will be met :Ln the daily lesson are rea'ffirmed 
·in the words of McCullough, Strang and Traxlerl when they say, 
nif more word drill or. phraJae drill is desirable, the teacher 
can put the new words into 1:1. different setting, weave them in-
to a different story, for oral and silent reading, include 
them in an nonoral, f'ollowii1g directions game, or have the 
children themselves use thern in a t:~ew way, as, for example, in 
dictation to the teacher or in tactile exercise ... 
The task of' teaching·all the techniques indicated here 
may seem impossible to the middle-grade teachers. If so, they 
should be reassured of the vi tal role which they are playing 
as affirmed in the following exoe'rpts. 
The importance of the middle grades, and the vast 
amount of service the rE~ading materials of these grades 
must perform, can be rec~ognized only when one contrasts 
the reading matter· of the third grade with that of the 
seventh. Only then doee1 it become apparent that the 
school is remarkably ex~1.cting in its requirements during 
these three years. 
. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • the content of thE~ middle grades should be carefully 
chosen and wisely adminlstered. Whereas there is a gen-
eral tendency to regard these grades as relatively less 
important than those wh:tch precede and follow them.t a 
case could be ma~e for J:•egarding these grades as of cr1 t ... 
ical importance. 
The alert teacher o:f~ the middle grades appreciates the 
lconstance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur 
-· E. Traxler.t Problems in the Improvement of Readi!lS., P• 108. 
2Willis L. Uhl, 11 The1 Materials of Reading," Thirty-
Sixth Yearbook of the Natio111al Society for the Study of Educa-
tion, Part I. pp. 215-6. 
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'·· fact that through the mastery of words·pUpils can develop 
their intellectual powers, ;and that on the whole pupils with 
the greater knowledge o:f wo:rd ~eaning, and word recognition 
do the·best school work. The e:ffect of a rich, meaningful 
vocabulary upon· academic suecess has been proved· in numerous 
surveys. Traxler,l a:fter completing a study o:f the relation-
ship between vocabulary and general achievement in· the ele-
mentary school, points out t:Q.at. the word me·aning score on the 
Stan:ford Achievement Test 11:1 a reasonably good predictor o:f 
the total score on the test.. Not on.ly is ther-e a close cor-
rel~tion between vocabulary and scholastic achievement, but 
it has been :found that therta is also a close correlation be ... 
tween an extensive knowledgc:l of word meanings and success a• 
mong men and women in businc:tss and professions. In this re-
gard Oage2 says, 11Whether they are successful because they 
have large vocabularies, or have large vocabularies because 
they are successful is a qwast1on that has never been an"'" 
. . ,.. . .. ~ ~· 
swered sa.tisfact.orily. At l!I.DY rate, it is certainly to one's 
advantage to know many word'~." 
Difference in size <>f vocabulary, in Pressey' s3 opin-· 
lArthur E. Traxler, ttThe Relationship Between Vocab-
ulary and General Achievemel1t in the Elementary Sehool,u The 
Elementary School Journal, XLV (1946), PP• 331-3. 
2Mabel Vinson Cage, Reading in High Gear, P• 30. 
3Luella Cole Pressey, nspecific Elements Making for 
Proficiency in Silent ReadiJJg, When General Intelligience is 
Oonstant,u School and Socie1~, XXIV (November, 1926), P• 592. 
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ion,. has an important beariJag on dif'ference in general reading 
ability. Beery1 contends that, uThe possession of a rich :fund 
of word meaningB is a prerequisite to _adequate comprehension 
and interpretation in readinge Thorndike2bel:i.eves·that· nthe 
extension and enrichment of meaning vocabulary is one of the 
most important problem·s of J:>eading instruction in the middle 
grades. It includes not only the development of meanings of 
new words, but also. the fas1~ening of broader and richer mean-
ings of known words. 11 
Concerning word mea:ning, Dolch3 declares 1 none of the 
greatest stumbling blocks in the way of better reading is the 
readers t superficial and in~Ldequate word meanings. Children 
read many, many words, but get only the shadow of what the 
authors try to convey to thetm .. n Leary4 asserts that anyone 
who believes that children umderstand the words they are able 
to pronounce oan soon dispel. the illusion by asking them to 
tell exactly what a paragraph or sentence means. Just as 
there is growth in all othe:r• areas of learning, there is 
growth in the realization of word meanings. Before a child 
. 
1Althea Beery,· ttnevetlopment of Reading Vocabulary and 
Word Recognition, tt Forty-Eighth Yearbook of the National Soci-
ety for the Study of Educati~on, Part II, P• 177. 
2Edward L Thorndike, nimproving the .Ability to Read," 
Teachers College Record, XX]YI, p. 2. 
3Edward W. Dolch, ~·oblems in Reading, p. 5. 
4Bernice E. Leary, "The Teaching of Reading,tt Mono-
graph Publication, No. 21. 
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learns the meanings of a word so that he can apply them· accur-
ately, he may first have a very uncertain, or even incorrect, 
impression of its uses. Regarding this, Thorndikel says, 
"Knowledge of the meaning of a word varies from vague, approx-
imate, and partial knowledg_e to clear, accurate, and complete 
knowledge. The knowledge needed for :reading may vary ove-r· an 
equally wide range, according to what the person needs to un-
derstand and how well he needs to understand it." 
Probably one of the most difficult tasks in the study 
of words is to make the pupils cognizant of the true meanings 
of general and abstract words •. Of these Gray2 writes, nAb-
stract terms are learned through hearing or seeing them in 
many situations, but they are best learned when associated 
with interesting personal experiences." Betts3 summarizes 
the problem of abstract words in the following statement: 
"Some words may have concrete meanings; others may represent 
highly abstract ideas ...... The more the meaning is general-
ized; the higher the level of abstraction. • • .Some words 
have a single meaning; others have multiple meanings. n For 
this reason, few children in the intermediate grades have the 
ability necessary to discover the meaning of words they meet 
P• 697. 
1Thorndike, op. cit., p. 8. 
2William s. Gray, Recent Trends_!g_Reading, p. 71. 
3Emmett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
• 
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in the great variety of reading they do. Bettsl goes on to 
say, ''To insure communication, both the writer and the reader 
must be aware of. the use of different levels· of abstraction.•• 
Wi tty2 warns teachers against confusing children by 
indicating too many meanings for one word, especially those 
beyond the experience of childhood. The writer also has ob-
served that words with multiple meaning are a source of great 
discouragement and confusion to boys and girls in their vocab-
ulary study. 
These findings are emphasized again and again by most 
educators when· they stress that words taught must not -be bea 
yond the ability level of the chil~ or beyond the experience 
of the child. Durrell3 believes that dropping the level of 
difficulty or material so a child may read without confusion 
in regard to words is the most important method of taking 
care of the vocabulary problem. However Durrell and Sullivan4 
stress the fact that vocabulary instruction alone will not 
insure adequate growth in reading ability in the intermediate 
1 lli9;., p. 697. 
2Paul Witty~ Reading in Modern Education, p. 103. 
3nonald D. Durrell, '*Basic Abilities in Intermediate 
Grade Reading,n Education, LIX (September, 1938), 46 • 
4 Donald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, "Vocab-
ulary Instruction in the Intermediate Grades," Elementary 
English Review, XV (April, 1938), P• 141. 
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grades. They hold, too, th•a.t emphasis on vocabulary instruc-
tion must always be counterlbalanced by assignments which in,. 
crease the child's ability :Ln comprehension and interpretation 
of longer passages. 
Most educators are <:>f the opinion that adefinite 
period, or part of the subj~~ct matter period, should be given 
over to the development of word power. Pattersonl points out 
that, even though a reader clevelops his vocabulary through 
wide reading, it is necessary for the intermediate-grade 
teacher to provide special periods for vocabulary study. In 
support of this view, Gray nnd Holm-es2 maintain that direct 
help is essential to most elementary pupils for acquiring the 
meanings of many words in ttLeir assigned readings. These 
children do not have the experiential background needed to 
give clear and vivid meanine;s for new words. Furthermore a 
direct method of vocabulary development is more effective in 
that it leads to more rapid improvement in reading efficiency. 
In this regard, Storm3 asserts, nGiving systematic 
instruction at the Intermediate grade level is the way to ul-
timately bring about the school•s adjusting the reading to 
1samuel s. Patterson, Teaching the Child to Read, 
P• 357 • 
2William s. Gray and. Eleanor Holmes, The Development 
of Meaning Vocabularies in Reading: !!! Experimental Studi_, 
p .. 93. 
3Grace E .. Storm, nA Study of Intermediate Grade Read-
ing Skills," Elementary Scf?&ol Journal, XLVIII (May, 1948), 
P• 493. 
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the children's needs. Bond and Wagnerl insist that if the 
child wants to find the meaning of words and understand their 
· usee, he, himself, must expand their meaning under the gui-
dance of the teacher who she>uld stimulate this desire and 
show the pupil the best methods of learning new words. The 
time factor involved may be the reason that this phase of the 
sohool work is so often neglected according to Hamilton.2 He 
·-
suggests that several short periods devoted to word study are 
more productive than a single long one. 
Monroe3 feels that failure to establish accurate word-. 
recognition by too great a V'ocabulary burden may prevent the 
development or fluent readiiltg. She reels that children need 
ample rep~ti tion or each new· word for accurate quick recall. 
In a similar stateme·nt Durrell4 declares that seven 
to nine words provide a full load at the intermediate level. 
He believes that if the vocabulary burden proves too heavy, 
easier material may be neede'd with fewer new words, shorter 
selections, or even stories re-written with an easier vocab-
ula.ry. 
1Guy L. Bond and Eva. Bond Wagner, Teaching the Child 
to Read, p. 296. 
2James A. Hamilton, Toward Proficient Reading, p. 69. 
3Marion Monroe, "Diagnosis and Treatment of Reading 
Disabilities,n Thirty-Fourth._Xearbook of the National Society 
for the Study of Education, pp. 215-6. 
4 Durrell, op. cit., p. 164. 
Bettsl considers th1a following to be the specific 
values indicated by reading specialists: 
I. To acquire a baJaic stock of sight words. 
A. To learn to use context clues. 
B. n u tt n configuration clues .. 
c. n n " tt picture clues. 
D. u n n u language-rhythm clues. 
II. To learn to use contextual aids at high levels 
efficiency. 
III. To learn to recognize and pronounce word begin• 
nings. 
of 
IV. 
v. 
To learn to rec(>gnize and pronounce word endings. 
To work out new words from known parts. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
To recognize large elements of longer words. 
To recognize sm11ll familiar words in large words. 
To promote habit.s of correct pronunciation. 
There are numerous <>ther comprehensive lists of 
reading activities that comprise the intermediate grade pro-
gram but the following suggE~stions by MeCullougb.2 seem to sum 
up the primary aim of reading instruction at the intermediate 
level which is-the provisicm of rich and meaningful exper• 
ienees through reading.. ShE~ believes that to accomplish this 
aim the reading instructor will include development of abil• 
ities in 
1. Free, independ.er1t reading~,of' various materials on 
different levels of dif:f~iculty and with ample provision 
of rather easy materiale1. 
2. Reference readirlg, learning to use the resources 
. of the 11 brary, the encyclopedia, and other authori ta ti ve 
sources. 
3·. Group reading fc>r discussion and application to 
group enterprises, as in social studies. 
1Betts, op. cit., p •. 581. 
2
constance M. McCullough, '•Broadening Experiences 
tb.rough Reading in the Eleme,ntary School, u Elementary English 
Review, XXIII (March, 1946), PP• 101-7 
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4. Reading for the main idea, for more ex~et details, 
for an orderly sequence of' events or outlining of the 
selection, and for using or doing something about the 
material in a creative way. 
Durre111 in discussing the scope of the reading pro• 
gram in the intermediate grades with emphasis upon the mechan-
ical aspects of' reading, considers the following as nminimum 
ass entials for a middle grade reading program. tt 
1. Vocabulary exercises in silent reading--both 
recognition and meaning vocabularies. 
2. Exercises for increasing attention and simple 
comprehension. 
3. Exercises for increasing speed. 
4. Exercises for improving study skills. 
5. Exercises for improving voluntary recall-~oral 
and written. 
Conclusion: 
The trends and aims outlined above may idealize the 
picture of much reading instruction. In reading, as in other 
school activities, there is often a considerable gap between 
theory and practice. Unfortunate practices still exist, such 
as emphasis upon drills with isolated words in situations of 
no meaning to the child, or much oral reading from one book 
while the other pupils follow in their books, waiting for 
their turn. These and related procedures are unfortunate. 
Their frequency is probably decreasing as the result of re-
search and successful practice illustrate improved methods 
and materials. 
An evaluation of the reading program may increase 
1nonald D. Durrell, uBasic Abilities in Intermediate 
Grade Reading,n Education, LIX, pp. 45-50. 
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teachers' objectivity in studying their own methods. It lays 
the groundwork for a better course of study or curriculum 
guide by clarifying objectives and the means by which these 
are reached in reading instruction. It focuses attention on 
the study of children ·and ways in which ·their individual needs 
in reading can be met. It provides a ready route for the co-
ordination of the different personnel in a school system. 
Thus it improves the reading abilities of boys and girls and 
makes them better members of a democratic society and an in• 
terdependent world.l 
1 Russell, op. cit., p. 385. 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effec• 
tiveness of a set of lessons and exercises (see .Appendix) upon 
the improvement of fifth grade pupils in the ability to recog-
nize new words and to select correct word meanings. It con-
sisted of thirty lessons in the form of a short story, essay 
or poem. Each lesson was accompanied by its own exercises. 
A workbookl constructed to develop word recognition 
and word meaning in grade five was the basis of the material 
used in this investigation. The lessons were taken as orig-
inally written, except for omitting skills that were not being 
evaluated. 
A pretest on ten skills for word recognition and word 
meaning was administered before the six weeks period of devel"'" 
oping these abilities was started. The skills are listed be-
low. 
1. Association of a definition with the contextual 
use of the word. 
2. Matching words with definitions. 
1Margaret A. Keefe, Exercises for the Developmen~ 
Effective Word Recognition and Word Meaning in Grade Five, 
PP• 35-194; Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, 1950. 
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3. Identifying words closely related in meaning. 
4. Identifying antonyms. 
5. Identifying words with more than one meaning. 
6. Inferring meanings. 
7. Recognizing alphabetical sequence. 
B. Identifying smaller words in larger words. 
9. Syllabication. 
10. Identifying rhyming words. 
Each one of the ten abilities was used three times 
during the six weeks program of developing them. A different 
skill, based on the story for that week, was taken every day. 
For two of the weeks two stories were used in order to include 
each skill three times. This had to be done because every 
skill was not used in each story. 
To make_it less complicated when distributing the ex.o. 
ercises, each lesson was typed so as to make it possible to 
cut up the lessons for each day. The story was on a separate 
sheet of paper making it possible to use it whenever it was 
necessary. 
After the six weeks of developing period was completed 
a final test was given and the results of these tests. were 
compared. The pretest and final test were taken from the ex-
ercises in the workbook.l However, two stories had to be used 
~ in both pretest and final teet in order to include all ten 
skills. 
lxeefe, loc. cit. 
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A copy of: the tests and every lesson and exercise was 
prepared for each child. These were given to the participat-
ing teachers before the experiment began. 
A group of 150 children from grades four and five of 
three industrial centers took part in the program-. These 
classes consisted of boys and girls. Due to the nature and 
geographical situation of the communities~ it is believed that 
the groups represented a good racial and socio-economic cross• 
section of the population. 
The Pretest was administered to all classes about 
January 12, 1953. It was explained to the children and all 
directions for each skill were read for them. Upon completion 
of the test they were collected, corrected and each skill was 
charted. 
For the next thirty days, the developmental period, 
the previously prepared lessons and exercise- sheets were used. 
The children first studied the story, essay, or poem silently 
for two or three minutes; then it was read aloud. Following 
this, they were given the corresponding page of word recogni-
tion or word meaning to complete. These were done silently 
by the pupils and then orally under the direction of the 
teacher. All exercises were corrected by the pupils. 
The Final Test closed the program. Procedure used 
~ with the Pretest was followed here, also. This last test 
measured the amount of improvement in the ability to recognize 
words and choose the correct meanings of words during the 
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developmental period. 
All the classroom teachers were requested to comment 
on the program in respect to time required each day, interest 
and enjoyment displayed by the children in the daily lessons 
and exercises, subject matter of the lessons and length of the 
developmental period. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to determine the comparison 
between: 
1. Total population in pre-test and final test. 
2. Seventy~five boys in pre-test and final test. 
3. Seventy-five girls in preQtest and final test. 
4. Boys and girls in pre-test. 
5. Boys and girls in final teet. 
6. Thr~ty-three boys and girls in the 100-119 I. Q. 
group in the pre-test. 
7. Thirty-three boys and girls in the 100-119 I. Q. 
group in the final test. 
8. Twenty-six boys and girls in the 80-99 I. Q. 
group in the pre-test. 
9. Twenty-six boys and girls in the 80-99 I. Q. 
group in the final test. 
10. Boys in the 100-119 I. Q. group and 80-99 I. Q. 
group in the pre-test. 
11. Boys in the 100-119 I. Q. group and 80•99 I. Q. 
group in the final teet. 
12. Girls in the 100-119 I. Q. group and 80-99 I. Q. 
til group in the pre-test. 
13. Girls in the 100-119 I. Q. group and 80~99 I. Q. 
group in the final test. 
Pre-
test 
Final 
Test 
TABLE I 
Comparison of the Total Population on 
Pre-test and Final Test 
Noe S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff. 
150 35.08 7.83 
3.82 .84 
150 38,90 6.69 
C. R. 
4.55 
The mean score obtained by the total population on 
the pre-test was 35.08 as compared to 38.90 on the final 
test. The difference between the means was 3.82 in favor of 
the final test. 
The critical ratio of 4.55 is statistically signif-
icant. 
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TABLE II 
Comparison of Boys on Pre~test and Final Test 
No. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Mean C.R. 
Pre-
test 75 34.04 8.25 
2.84 1.45 1.96 
Final 
Test 75 36.88 9.60 
The mean score obtained by the boys on the pre-test 
was 34.04 as compared to 36.88 on the final test. The dif• 
terence between the means was 3.84 in favor of the final test. 
The critical ratio of 1.96 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
TABLE III 
Comparison of Girls on Pre-test and Final Test 
No. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff. C.R~ 
Pre\-
test 75 36.04 7·71 
3-19 1.20 2.63 
Final 
Te'st 75 39· .. 23 7-11 
The mean score obtained by the girls on the pre-test 
was 36.04 as compared to 39.23 on the final test. The dif-
ference between the means was 3.19 in favor of the final 
test. 
· The critical ratio of 2.63 may be of statistical 
significance. 
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TABLE IV 
Comparison of Boys and Girls on Pre-test 
No. S.D .. Diff. s.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff. C.R. 
Boys 75 34 .. 04 8.25 
2.00 1 .. 3 1.5 
Girls 75 36.04 7·71 
The mean score obtained by the boys on the pre-test 
was 34.o4 as compared to 36 .. 04 by the girls. The difference 
between the means was 2.0 in favor of the girls. 
The critical ratio of 1.5 is not statistically sig-
nificant. 
TABLE V 
Comparison of Boys and Girls on Final Test 
No .. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean : Mean Mean Mean C.R .. 
Boys 75 36.88 9.60 
2.35 1.37 1.69 
Girls 75 39.23 7 .. 11 
The mean score obtained by the boys on the final test 
was 36.88 as compared to 39.23 by the girls. The difference 
between the means was 2.35 in favor of the girls. 
The critical ratio of 1.69 is of no statistical sig-
nificance. 
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TABLE VI 
Comparison o~ Boys and Girls in 100-119 I.Q. 
Group on Pre-test 
No. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff. d.R. 
Boys 33 37.73 6.45 
3.92 1.45 2.70 
Girls 33 41.65 5-73 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 100•119 
I. Q. group on the pre-test was 37.73 as compared to 41.65 
by the girls4 The difference between the means was 3.92 in 
favor of the girls. 
The critical ratio of 2.70 may be of statistical 
significance .. 
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TABLE VII 
Comparison of Boys and Girls in 100-119 I.Q. 
Group on Final Test 
No. S.D. Diff. S.E., 
Oases Mean Mean Mean Diff. C.R. 
Boys 33 40.65 1.40 
2.90 4 •. 12 2.90 
Gir~s 33 43.55 5.52 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 100-119 
I. Q. group on the final test was 40.65 as compared to 43.55 
by the girls. The difference between the means was 3.82 in 
favor of the final test. 
The critical ratio of 2.90 may be of statistical 
significance. 
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TABLE VIII 
Comparison of Boys and Girls in 80-99 I.Q. 
Group on Pre-test 
No. S.D. Diff, s.E. 
Cases Mean MeaD Mean Diff, C.R. 
Boys 26 33.57 7·07 
2.00 1.73 1.16 
Girls 26 31.57 5.34 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 80-99 I.Q. 
group on the pre-test was 33.57 as compared to 31.57 by the 
girls. The difference of 2.0 was in favor of the boys. 
The critical ratio of 1.16 is of no statistical sig-
nifioance. 
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TABLE IX 
Comparison of Boys and Girls in 80-99 I.Q. 
Group on Final Test 
No. S.D. Diff. S.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff., C.R. 
Boys 26 30.~57 4.88 
-
3.74 .558 2.94 
Girls 26 34.31 4.32 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 80-99 
I. Q. group on the final test was 30-.57 as compared to 34.31 
by the girls. The difference between the means was 3.74 in 
favor of the girls. 
The critical ratio of 2.94 may be of statistical 
e signifieanee. 
100-119 
I. Q. 
80-99 
I. Q,. 
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TABLE X 
Comparison of Boys in 100-119 I.Q,. Group 
and Boys in 80•99 I.Q~ Group on Pre-test 
No. S.D. Diff. s.E. 
Oases Mean Mean Mean Diff. O.R. 
33 37-73 6.45 
7.16 1.5 4.7 
26 30.57 4 .. 88 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 100-119 
I. Q. group on pre~test was 37.73 as compared to 30.51 by 
the boys in the 80-99 I. Q. group. The difference between 
the means was 7.16 in favor of the boys in the 100•119 I. Q. 
- group. 
The critical ratio of 4.7 is statistically signifi-
cant. 
~00-119 
I. Q. 
80-99 
r. Q. 
TABLE XI 
Comparison of Boys in 100-119 I.Q. Group 
and Boys in 80~99 I.Q. Group on Final Test 
No. s.n, Diff. s.E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff. c.R. 
33 40.65 1.40 
7.08 1.40 5.0 
26 33.57 7.07 
The mean score obtained by the boys in the 100•119 
I. Q. group on the final test was 40.65 as compared to 33.57 
by the boys in the 80-99 I. Q. group. The difference between 
the means was 7 .. 08 in favor of the boys in the 100-119 I. Q. 
group. 
The critical ratio of 5.0 is statistically signifi-
cant. 
100-119 
I. Q. 
80-99 
I. Q. 
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TABLE XII 
Comparison of Girls in 100-119 I.Q. Group 
and Girls in 80-99 I.Q. Group on Pre-test. 
No. S.D. .Diff• S.E,. 
Cases Mean· Mean Mean Diff. C.R. 
33 41.65 5.73 
10.08 1.43 6.9 
26 31.57 5 .. 34 
The mean score obtained by the girls in the 100-119 
I. Q. group on the pre-test was 41.65 as compared to 31.57 
by the girls in the 80-99 I. Q. group. The difference be~ 
tween the means was 10.08 in favor of the girls in the 100-119 
I. Q. group. 
The critical ratio of 6.9 is statistically signifi-
cant. 
TABLE XIII 
Comparison of Girls in 100-119 I.Q. Group 
and Girls in 80-99 I.Q. Group on Final Test 
No .. S.D. Diff. S ... E. 
Cases Mean Mean Mean Diff .. C.R. 
100-119 
I. Q. 33 43.55 5.52 
9.24 1.3 7.1 
80-99 
I. Q .. 26 34 .. 31 4.32 
The mean score obtained by the girls in the 100•119 
I. Q. group on the final test was 43.55 as compared to 34.31 
by the girls in the 80-99-I. Q. group. The difference be-
tween the means was 9.24 in favor of the girls in the 100-119 
.I. Q. group. 
The critical ratio of 7.1 is statistically signifi-
cant. 
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FIGURE III 
Distribution of Intelligence Quotients 
for 150 Fifth Grade Pupils 
I.Q. Groups Boys Girls Both 
-
0 - 69 
70 - 79 3 2 5 
80 - 89 11 3 14 
90 - 99 23 23 46 
100 - 109 19 22 41 
110 
- 119 14 21 35 
120 - 129 3 3 6 
130 - 139 2 1 3 
Totals 75 75 150 
1 .. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
.. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
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FIGURE IV 
Comparison of Achievement on Individual 
Skills on Pre-test and Final Test in Percents 
~arcent of Pupils 
Skills with Right Answers 
Pre-test Final Test Gain 
Matching words with 
definitions 47% 89% 42% 
Inferring meanings 76% 90% 14% 
Rhyming Words 70% 79% 9% 
Smaller words in 
larger words 70% 75% 5% 
Words with more than 
one meaning 74% 79% 5% 
Syllabication 58% 62% 4% 
Association of a def-
inition with contex-
tual use of the word 28% 31% 3% 
Alphabetical sequence 94% 96% 2% 
Synonyms 51% 38% -13% 
Antonyms 51% 30% -21% 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate a set. of 
exercises for the development of effective word recognition 
and word meaning in grade five. The ten skills which were 
used in the exercises were: 
1. Matching words with definitions. 
2. Inferring meanings~ 
3. Association of a definition with the contextual 
use of the word. 
4. Synonyms. 
5. Antonyms. 
_6. Identifying words with more than one meaning. 
7. Inferring meanings. 
8. Recognizing alphabetical sequence. 
9. Identifying smaller words in larger words. 
10. Identifying rhyming words. 
A pretest including all the above skills was given to 150 
fifth graders and six weeks later was followed by a final 
test including the same skills. ·The six week interval was 
used for drill. A different skill was used each day which 
provided practice in all skills a number of times. 
In order to obtain the I. Q.•e of these children the 
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Otis Quick Scoring Test was used and for their Reading Grades 
the California Reading Test and Stanford Reading Test were 
used. 
Conclusions 
The conclusions drawn from the analysis in Chapter IV 
may be stated as follows: 
1. The critical ratio of 4.55 in the comparison of 
• I 
the 150 pupils on the pretest and final test is statistically 
significant. 
2. The comparison of 75 boys on the pretest and 
final test shows the difference to be negligible. 
3. The critical ratio of 2.63 in the comparison of 
the 75 girls in the pretest and final test shows there may 
be a difference which is statistically significant. 
4. The difference between the boys and girls in the 
pretest is of no statistical importance. 
5. The comparison of the boys and girls in the finaJ. 
test is of no statistical importance .. 
6. The critical ratio of 2.70 in the comparison of 
the boys and girls in the 100-119 I. Q. group in the pretest 
shows there may be a difference of statistical impo~~ance. 
7. The difference may be of statistical importance 
in the comparison of the boys and girls in the 100-119 I. Q. 
group in the final test where the critical ratio is 2.90. 
This is in favor of the girls. 
8. There is no significant comparison between the 
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boys and girls in the 80-99 I. Q. group in the pretest. 
9. There is a. slight statistical importance in favor 
of the girls in the comparison of the boys and girls in the 
80•99 I. Q. group in the final test, the critical ratio being 
2.94. 
10. The critical ratio of 4~7 shows the difference 
in favor of the boys in the 100-119 I. Q. group when compared 
with the boys in the 80-99 I. Q. group in the pretest. 
11. There is a difference in favor of the boys in the 
100-119 I. Q. group as compared to the boys in the 80-99 I.Q. 
group in the final test. 
12. The critical ratio of 6.9 shows a statistical 
importance in the difference which is in favor of the girls 
in the 100-119 I. Q. group as compared to the girls in the 
80-99 I. Q. group in the pretest. 
13. There is difference which is statistically im• 
' portant in favor of the girls in the 100-119 I. Q. group as 
compared to the girls in the 80-99 I. Q. group in the final 
test. The critical ratio is 7.1. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1. Perform the same type of experiment on a sixth 
or seventh grade level~ 
2$ Perform·the same type of experiment on superior 
fifth grade children. 
3. Repeat the words to be tested in several differ-
ent kinds of exercises using the ten skills. 
4. Give a pretest and final test of the words 
studied during the six weeks. 
,APPENDIX 
• 
/ 
c,;,e s£.:)..<1:1 o. 8Xperts th..:'y .t!addled the canoes d.ovmstr·e&.rr:, 
Ti1 1y ;a. sse.:! on both sicies of the strean; beautiful {;roves, dense forests·' 
and tangled 'lxes. Oceasionally a deer, i'orcufJine, or raccoon peered out.at t.hen; 
fr0~ behind e thicket. 
f.::, ras late afternoon when they ran thelr canoes ashore, After uuload-
1ng ·~heir prcvlsion.s, sozr,e of the band vroceeded to build a fire J whil.e others 
Vl•3nt into ths fore0t to h,l:nt food for the rc.eal. Garr.e wa:: plentiful! e.nd be:Lor0 
long the hun:brs returned wtth several partridges which were quickly p!'eparsd 
.. 
i'o:c ·(.he eveni.lt rr.eal ,, The rr;eal w2.s a hearty one and the men devo"J.red ever:y iiiC:!."S~ 1 
of food, 
Wea:,'y after' their long journey, they stretched therr.selves to thair al.:<.n>-
bers unaware th&. t their enen;ies were wa tchin~. their every rr.ove. 'I'hey slept so 
heavily that they did not hear the aJ:.;proach of the enemy until u great yell :nooko 
the si:.iJ.lnc::; oi the nir:;ht, 
Suddenly t,he srr.all encamJ:;Ir.ent wa.s in utter confusion. The Vi'arriors die>. 
':'lOt have tirr.e to :::each fo:c their yeaf·Ons, so sudden wa~ th8 att&ck, It WEtS not 
I 
• 
P:a::-e-test 
ASSOCIATING A DEFINITION \liTH THE CONTEXTUAL US.i;; Of TH.b WO.fill 
If you are to become a good reader you must unde::cstand what you read. 
Directions: Referring to the selec~ion you have just read, v~ite the word that 
means the same as: 
}4s,.ch 
1. to mark steadily 
.2. to come or go near 
J, a small quantity 
.!.<-. to row easily 
5. · to as'semble 
Pre-· test 
IDEWl'.T.FYING SYNONYMS 
----------------------
------------------
PART I 
Di:r.ec-t;ions: In each sentence one word is underlined. Choose the word in the 
parenthesis having the same meaning and draw a line under it. 
1. The Indians paddled their canoes d~wn the tranquil waters o:f i;i.-te 
Mississippi .River. 
(rough; swift; calm; noisy) 
2, It was a long journeya 
{wait; joust; time; trip) 
3. The men ate a hearty mealo 
(heavy; light; small; healthy) 
4. The enemy made a hasty_ retreat. 
{slow; deliberate; busy; quick) 
(united; helped; halted; separated) 
l 
( ' 
\ ·~ 
.... 
Pre-test PAR'f II. 
'The synon;;rm for haul is draw. 
'J:h,::'l synonyil1S fo:r draw are tug9 toYv~ naul~ drag, extract:> a:(·,t.raci;, 
':Jhich sytwnym refers to: 
lo e. boat 
2. a car 
.3. a tooth 
-----------· 
·--------------- --
4· a crowd 
.{ 
7 
Fre-·vest PART III 
Trudged means a way of walking" 
The synonyms for walk are strode,· limped, hobbled, strutted, strolled~ aaun:t:.erBd, 
plodded, trippedo 
Wb.ich synonym refers to; 
1. a peacook 
2. a lame person 
.3. leisurely pace ~- .. ·~----... - .. ---
--
4· light step ----------,---------.. ---~--- .. -·-___...--·-
Pre-test 8 
INFERRING MEANINGS 
Directionet Draw a line under the word in the parenthesis that completes the 
sentence a 
1,, A warrior is a 
(king; pagan; magician; soldier) 
' 
2. The warriors found that game was 
(scarce; rare; plentiful; food) 
3. A weapon is an 
(animal; warrior; wedge; gun) 
4. The warriors were -------- after their long journey. 
(happy; weary; silent; joyous) 
Pre-test 9 
SYLLABICATION 
Directionst Divide the following words into syllables. 
1. tranquil 
2. approach 
3. weapon 
Pre-test 10 
IDENTIFYING RHYMING WORDS 
Direc·jjionsa Write the words that rhyme with each of the following words. The 
~ first letter is given for each word~ 
19 weary d 
2. hearty 
.3. pe.dd.1ed 
I T:~-- .1;-: t.·:~ ~t £~1 t· .::~·-·-----------------~ ···-------·--·----~---· .. -·-
• 
BRAVE PIONEERS 
America owes much to those early pioneers who left the comforts of the 
older settlerr,ents and ventured out into the Yast wilderness. They were energetic 
men and women, willing to endure the hardships of the .New World in their attempt 
to explore and claim new land, which up to that time was occupied qy redskin, 
savages and wild animals. 
Taking only their essential belongings, they journeyed wes~ward in large 
covered wagons. Traveling was very difficult as the forests were thick with under-
growth, and the mountains were steep and rocky. Many were the dangers they en-
countered as they crossed rivers, mountains, and prairies-in search of more fertile 
soil. Indian attacks were frequent, and it was not uncommon for the wayfarers 
to see the !'emaj.ns of what had once been a thriving settlement. 
When they finally arrived at their destination, the task of clearing 
the land, building the cabins, and planting the crops was before them. With un~ 
daunted courage they set to work, and before long a village grew up. 
The picture of people living close to the wilC.ernese while cherishing 
their ancestral traditions has a certain charm for us today. 
11 
• F~('C-tt3St 
MA'l'CT-i:l.}JG WORDS WITH DEFINITIONS 
' I 
~ ·11~"'- ~()lr.mc~::l. 
:~.. co•nforts 
J., venture 
4~ endure 
5. occupied 
------------------
l t:::.o~.;: pozcc::::,i..m c'. 
2. undergo 
3" unusual 
4. a risky unuertaking 
5. freedom from hardships 
Directions& Find the words in the story that match, the following definit/;.ons. 
lo A large piece of rolling lw1d with grass but no trees 
2. A quality or feature in persons which delights or fascinates one 
_ _...,. ___ .. __ _ 
3. A right or title to a thing ------------------------
4. :nheri ted from ancestors --·-
l 
, . 
.• , .. .;-·, '-4 
just as her cousin 
-·---·--·---·-·--:--"---·--·-- ~-· --- ·- ·~ ..... 
2, YfJ::)d animals are usually feared ·cut ____________ _ 
P!acc ~ ~~oss (X) before the ~o~da w~ich she~ its ~sc 
'"~"''····~~~:/ 
,.:- --~~- ~-- . ·:.:-
l 
j :; 
'·' 
~J.wt these words ::.:..1 alphabetical order, 
-----------
-------··--· -~· ----------~----------·---~- -·-· ------
" : ... ~ 
.••.J .LARG.Eh 
t'oese r;oru. ~-- . 
~~ 
I 
•• 
• 
• 
'., 
·, 
Ancient Castles 
Practically ever,Y American tourist traveling t:n Europe · 
these· days wants to visit a real m~cU.eval castle., Although uiaDT 
old ca.atlea are still atanding 8 very ~ew are 1n good cond1t~o:n". 
· The ·walls and t1:1rreta where guards 'Wied to watch tor the 
e:ne~ are usually not safe to explo~e because of loole bricks 
and sto:neso Though before the war' some of these dangerous 
. 'places were repa1red 9 there has been little done since because· 
of the need tQ repair ~ damages firsto 
:The moat which us~d to guard e:nti7 to ~he castle is usuall.7 
dr,y now and the drawbridge is al~s down be~ause the castle is 
no longer used for protectiono 
One of the most i:ntereati!ll!.' features in the castle -is' the 
hall where the lord used to sit surrounded 1:»7 his knights and 
c0u.rt1ers.; Sometimes ancient lances·, helmets, and other pieces 
of armor are still hanging on the walls. Also on ~hi bits on~ 
, I 
might find 8 is the harp or lute that the minstrel used to p~ 
while he sang for.the lord and his guestao 
. ' A trip to one of these castles proves that life there 
must have been ver,v uncomfortable and at times not nearly ao 
romantic as it seems in storybooks .. 
• 
•
• 
,..., .· 
The Oa.stle 
Rave ycu ever oeen a castles 
I mean one that was built long a~o? 
HaTe ~ou ever walked on its drawbridge 
And looked down at the moat below? 
Well; onee·with., mother and a~tie 
On a tl'ip thro1]8h lovely' Spain, 
We came upon one of these landmarks 
Where ones a lord held claim~ 
You see it wao not like we 0d dreamed ota 
No 9 it was drea17 P gloolll1' and cold ; 
It seemed to us like a prison 
Weather-beaten9 forbidding a~ oldo 
We.mtood for a while at its entry 
Looking ,up at the turrets so high 
As it loomed there in·the twilight 
A S~ectre against the S~o 
Gone were the courtiers and ladies 
The knights who had fenced with a foil 9 
Gone were the lords who bad ruled so strong 
And the aerts who had tilled the soilo 
\ -
MM!CHIBG WORDS WITH Mm.AlflJfGS 
lc. entry 
2o dreary 
3 o. twilight 
4o drawbridge 
So serfa 
6o foil 
light. blunt ivor4 
between sunset aDd night 
.entranee 
'-
slavee 
cheerleae - .. 
' a. bridge made to dra.v "Qp 
~~~ ~--~~~~~~~~~~~ 
IDEN'l'IFYING ANTONYMS : · Direo~ions: Unde~ eJbh of th~ following words list at least 
four antonyms a • 
drevz . 
Select one antoDYm trom each col~ and una it in a sentence~ 
2, . -==----------------------------------------------
IDENTIFYING WORDS RAVING MORE THAW cmE MmANlBG 
Directiona: The word.PJ!£!. has aeTeral different mee.u1nga.. Use 7our 
dictioDa.r;y to find the mea.niugs ~ tben write the meaning on the line 
below and sentence the, belong too 
2.. You may t~ to page ten .. 
~lOOGNlZING ALPHAB~TIOAL SEQUENCE 
Directions: Arrange these words in alphabetical orde-r o 
'. 
twilight glOOJBT 
courtiers turrets 
knights · moat 
.· 
dreary armor 
SYLLAlllOATION 
Directions: Divide these words into srllablea o You mq use ycU.r · 
d~ct10.Dal7o 
1 o drawbridge 
2o minstrel 
3a repaired 
4., helmet 
-~ 5o twilight · 
6o courtier& 
?, turret 
So exhibit 
. . 
f 
• I 
/ 
' 
The Drago·n 
A terrible creature the dragon waao 
Who lived long11 long ago 
His body was covered with scales and clava 
~d to all men he brought woe! 
u Tie t~aid he roa.m.od thrat~gh village' 1'1 
When good people W&ra asleep, 
And from there he took the cottag«rlg 
'Way- off to the forest deep,, ' 
Now 0 a kindll' giant named Bo~1ng0 
'Aware of the p~ople 9 s plight, 
Into the forest, strode one morning 
And strangled the ~ragon on eight~ 
The Dragon of Midland _ 
A. dreadful dragon was terrifying the natives of .a small district 
in Midland emerging fro~ the forest trom ttme.to time and killing the 
·inhab1 tants of the villages o So violent was the creature tl\at no one 
dare attack itg and no sword or lance could pierce ite hideo Seeing 
. . 
the people 9 s plight" the Giant Boring grasped the dragon in hie 
. . 
. 
powerful he.nde and forced it on its backo Then he knelt upon the 
euorti~ monster and stra.~led it with his handso· 
Sp grateful were the people of the villages that they invited 
Boring to be their ruler~ 
• 
ASSOC!ATINr. DEJi'liHTXONS W1TR 'l'KF. GONTt"JC'l'UAL USE OF TJU.; \WRD 
D1racti(•ne ~ In the at cry you have Just read find wor'de th&t=meantba 
. same as the n'\111\bered. words r. Write the words on the · blanks~ 
1.. fr1ghteu1Dg 
2 .. c Cllling out 
· 3 .. au animal ~ s eld.n 
u ~ imaginar,y animal 
5 '.' thank::ful 
6 to take hold of 
7, · region 
8., people who live in one place 
9~ force the breath violently 
10" a lung wooden spear with a sb&rp iron or 
eteel head 
IDENTIFYING SYNONYMS 
Directions: Add one more word which.means the same aa: 
l" inha.b1 tants 
2, skin 
J, fJ.•ightening 
4 thankful 
.5 ,_ a pear 
6,. monster 
?o region 
8,. se.ized 
1 
•• 
[ 
I 
. INFRRRING MEANIW~S 
' 
Direc:t'ione: Draw a Une. under the .befiJt, I!U.tt~vor. 'in tlll3 parent.hee!e. 
L · A dragon is a (d-warf 1 ·crafty dragoon; h1~e aerpon t ) , 
2. · A region ia· a (renegade~· reptile; part ~f the world; 11st)o 
, · )~ Seized means to (run a~; hide; refuse; grasp)~ 
·4, A apee.r 1a a (seed; lance; sbark; shotgunL 
5 ~. Frighten means (alert; surprised; . happy; \'ery cold-;. sudden fear) .. 
ID.ENTIFY'lNG SMALLlilR WORDS :m LARGER WORDS -
Directions: .Write ~he ·s~ll words that fan see in the following words: 
lo violent __ ...-, ____ ~ ·.·- . ,I 
'2., mons tor 
)o inhabitant 
J.t. .. beast 
So gateful 
6 .. dragon -~· 
• 
lll!GNTIFYING RllYMIWG WOIU>S 
~1rectiou: Write the warda that rl'qme with the words in the l1&f; 0 
1.. beast 
2o hide 
)o lance 
4~ grateful 
6o dragon • 
• 
• 
Third Week 
STAGE PLAYS OF LONG AGO 1 
One of the main forms of entertainment among the common people of Italy 
two hundred years ago was the visit of strolling companies of actors to the small 
towns. These groups put on comic plays outdoors either in the tovm square or in 
the bazaar, where people had gathered to buy and sell goods. 
The stage was just a wooden platform and costUmes were not much different 
from the clothes worn by the audience who stood in front watching the play. Some 
of the actors, though, wore special waistcoats. 
At the beginning of the play an actor in a long flannel tunic would 
explain what the play was going to be about and where it was supposed to take placeo 
There was hardly any scenery. 
One actor always played the simpleton, who was constantly being laughed at 
by the audience because of the foolish mistakes he madeo 
Almost all of the actors made up their lines as the play went along and 
would seldom repeat what they said the last time they acted the parto 
The parts of small children w~re .sometimes played by midgets~ Boys acted 
in disguise as women and bustled across the stage in bright bodices, long rustling 
skirts, and bonnets ornamented with ribbons and featherso 
These early comic plays v1ould seem dull now but to the people then they 
were new and marvelous" However, many ideas in modern movies and plays can be 
traced t.o these early comediesa 
Third Week 2 
ASSOCIATING A DEFINITION WITH THE CONTEXTUAL USE OF THE WORD 
• 
Directional Write the words that mean the same as: 
lo a close-fitting jacket like waist 
2. a silly person 
3. a soft woolen cloth 
4. decorated 
5. assembla&e of shops 
Third Week 3 
RECOGNIZING ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE 
Directions: Arrange these words in alphabetical order. 
rustling 
flannel 
audience 
waistcoat 
bazaar 
Third Week 4 
IDENTIFYING SMALLER WORDS IN LARGLR V/ORDS 
Di:t~ec-tJ.onst Write the little words contained in these words. 
• 
1 • rustling 
2. costumes 
J. midget 
4· simpleton 
---------------------·------
5. repeat 
T'hi.rrl week 
Di:r·e:~t:Lmls 1 Draw a l:Lne undar thG best &.nswe:::· wi th:i.n the parenthesis, 
• 
servant3 fool; 
,.., A b-~s&llr is a S:::,;. k1 
(barte:r; rr;arket pl9.C€: ; 
.3 A n~:1 .. dt;et i3 
{ lr_,_rge ; in;men~·\C . "bit,: 
' 
little) 
.1., A ~-~Gd ~~ CE: j~:.:; 8 
6. The Ohosite of diSE:,:.J.ise is 
d:t~:;gu.st; reve-5-l; disg:s.•ace) 
Thii'd week 
IDEWUFYING SYNONTt:lS 
D:i.:et>0t.ionsa Write a synonym for eaoh of the foJ.lowing words. Then use ee.ch 
sy:'1m1y:J; in a sentence • 
1. tunic 
---------~----
2. waistcoat 
3, costurr.es 
4" ;::;irupleton 
----·--------------·-··-----·--------------
3- ----··--
.L;.. .J ~--~--- -··----------~- _., ____ .... _~ ____ __....._.._ •.. ~ ------------.-- -· .. _____ -·-·--·---·--·------- -··- ~--. ···Y -----···- ..• ···~·----·· 
VAGA'I'ION .LAI.W 
2nd baautifu1 scenez·y 111ill ba a pleasant change for thor;Je 1;;rho clisl.J..):;:,~ t~.1e co:.~:,··· 
:rhGu.;ne:cism wi.J.J. welcome the opportur..it.y to enjoy the Yiarm Si.U::.~ hcJ:.inb •./..: L~.;; 
C\.l.!~ed of their illness in some miz-e.culous Yvay. Reliable hot.e1z vrilJ i:-&.i~."-' ~)~:.!~= 
ticn:u.1r cE..r.s to assure the comforts and pleasures of th(7ir guest::; ~-12 hop2.:::: 
·:,t-:e5.r s·ts.;y will be }'rolonged. Those who enjoy nature v:ill ftnd rlcligh~; i::' -;:>a 
;;;ctN' trip~:; ov~r irr,provecl roads. Florida !1...as considez·able bi:rd l:l.i'e;; <:L:l\1 c:n.:: 
ji!cl:y- IXI.Q80 to 'b'IT& tch these gay streaks of color as they flit frorr. •\:.:t'G(;) tc tJ:"<0:: 
] 
1- 1 
.. ~.~·:.YJ:1.~; _'!.'Gj-:' J'01J.-.: '-' .. 
• J. 
1. moto:;,~ dise~ae of the · ~s 
2. disagreeable things which mal~e 
3. prolonged general a;ppoarH~J.m 
L.._.. scenery 
5. comforts rmgine which makes things go 
6 r}leumatisill 
7. oppo:ct.u.."li. ty 
~FO\'T~~ \'ieek 
• S1::0LPJ3ICATION 
cyJ.J.a.ble v:hlch is accented. 
dosarve 
2, :.:·el:table ,_,._ ........ ~.-- ............ ,...., ..... ~---·"-' .... .--·~-··· 
~---,.._ .. ,. - ~~-----~·--"""' ··---~ .. ·~··· __ ,. ,_ ....... ··~. 
····-~- -~~·-····· ·----···-............... . 
' 
• 
Fourth Week 
Sl:'O.R.TS 
As the frontier passed from our life and men obtained rsG:~: .:~ 
delic~te health~ 
At the present time in many cities and towns, the general public feels 
t.hat athletics should be a part of the education of its youth~ Municipal projects 
for the encouragement of sports are being carried on to make athletics avai1&bl~ 
to rich and poor. 
Whether one is playing on the gridiron or sitting in the staclJ.u.m Hatch-
ing a gazne 9 the self-discipline he exerte enables him in the deve1cpment of 
. '. ~-
• ~ y_.; 
highest ideals of sportsmanship • 
•• r I 
IDENTIFYING AJ:lTONYMS 
Directions g Insert the correct words in the follovJ:lng sentel~cer;, 
comfortable ~ uncomfortable 
• 
lo My father will exchange the old, 
a more 
---------------------------- oneo 
damaged ~ improved 
2, The storm 
--------
the road GO bi1.dly -(,he, i:. it had 
"to ba before it could be used again, 
agreeable ~, diaa{~reea.ble 
3,. People who are ------"'~------~-----''"- ha'll'e many i'.:ricnd so 
people have f'Gtsr o 
I f 
6 
IDENTIFYING WORDS OF MORE THAN ONE lAEANING 
Dir:?Jctionsa 'l'he words gridiron and delicate have Deveral different mean1ngsr. 
Unde:C'line the meaning which shows theil, use in the story o 
'l'he word g:t•ldiron means: 
• 
1 n e.- utensil ·ased fo:c broiling 
2 o a .fra!ilo for supporting scenel"Y in a. thea.tez· 
• 3. a football field 
• 
'· 
L 
Ii'lfth V!eek 
THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
Every boy and girl who at.tends school should realize tha-t the success 
of the school depends u.pon the students. Perhaps one of the best ways to de:·;r~lop 
t.:>chooJ. spirit is through the publishing of a school netrape.per. 
At the Hancock School · the school newspaper is not considered an e:i:t:r-a 
tt~.r..4k to keep students ou·c of m:!.schiaf. Ita purpose is -'co provide an cutJ.,Elt f·'Jl' 
student though·t.. The work of the committee is not limH,ed to the English .. h. period 
hu:h :roaches ou·e for material to o·ther subjects and activities of the schoolc 
Eve!"Y cM.ld j_n ·the school is pa:rmi tted to hand news to the repo:r·l;e:rs. 
F'or. those student.s who desire to make a ca:reer of wri·tiing ·!;he ne\vspaper p:;:•ov~ .. des 
<:1.?1 opportunit.y fox· ·~hem ·co wr:l te interestingly and accu.rately on topics toot vr.il1 
be read with reJ.ish by parents and studentsa 
In working together pupils are at liberty to give opin.io:r.1s and offeJ.' 
suggest:Lcna. Although thay mcy not always be in e.coo.),;"d ~vith one ano·~herj) 'thz;v· 
h:9.Ys le8.:rned to settle d:lspt.ltes in an il1·telligent manner o 
It has been fom1d that those who previou.Ply spsnt ".:,heir time com?:'.;sJ.n~i.··.'lg 
aJ:•ou:t. ·i;h0 schooJ. have amazingly become its most loyal suppol•"Gers. 
1 
[ 
• [ P·'.·r."·'·h 'I,,o!.r . ·:~ -., .• ~~...... ¥..'·~ ... v ..... 
. ..... . 
? l ( .. 
A DEFINITION WITH THE CONTEXTUAL USE OF THE WOP~ 
Write the •vcrds that me£m the same &.f3 g ~ 
lo to understand 
·------·---·--·-·-·· .. -------
2,. freedom from contz•ol ---·~-~--~-----·--··~--
,3. to furnish 
L,. to wish for something 
5. to be in hal"!Ttony ____ _;. __________ ··--~---
' 
1~\!'i:f:'·ch Week ·" ·o Im~NTIFYING .P.J~TONYMS 
lo ~l.'he American people enjoy liberty • 
• 
. ,. J..ess~ 
/ 
• 
f 'C ~ 
Fifth Week I 
IDENTIFYING WOP~S WITH MORE TIDU~ ONE MEANING 
Directions& Underline the words which show how each underlined word is used :i.n ·th<= 
atory. 
The word extra means& 
1. an edition of a newspaper other than the regular one 
2. beyond or greater than 
3o something of an extra quality 
The word career means& 
lo a short gallop 
2. a course, field, as for racing 
3. a profession demanding special preparation 
Tha word accord means: 
lc to agree 
2. to accord due praise to one 
The word relish means:: 
1. appetizing taste 
2. keen enjoyment of so~ething l~ . 
-/, Fifth Yieek 
•. -~ IDENTIFYTi~G Sl\I'JALLER WORDS IN LARGER WORDS 
5 
l 
Directionr:H Write on the blanks the li·tt1e words that you see in each of t,he 
L committ3e -----------··----
----------~-----
3. compla.in4ng 
1~9 suggestions ·--------··-
5. realize 
I 
IDEN'l'IFYING RBYrHNG WOfl.DS 
D5.l·ectione~ Write the v:oJ.'ds that rh;yme with 
\ 
• 
5 , p:covlcle 
• 
1 
• 
·• 
. ' 
.. 
Jin fell~ ~s !)T"01•·' o-~" }Jjg c~,r ~G if' it wns his o:m 1nver,tiono 
:<'ro.1 s~:mrn prtrts ~,.! hP{: (:<)ll~~ct•:l;: t Ji'l hr.r :t .. ixeo un th€1 old :-lor1el •r 
~,rf'tich his f~i.t'f1er h;:u1 .~iv~n l1S.r1 so V1r t i": ·r~s ~.11 t•cna:r to -:-un., 
As he roalr:;.co0 t!-1.,._~ ho":'r'? s; lH~ ':/.f"::; Sllr£• h~ I'IOltld hr;.ve no trou11lfl 
stnrt)n!" his cnro He h--d .,ju.st 'fi ttef. ti<te ri!"hf; J>istons :In th~ cn1~iW-l 
so th~·t ~hn cylinders t..re:ro ~irtir.ht., · Afte·"' ~h~okirw hi$ .=-·•solinn ~nd 
the oil r-~.n.<"os, he tl\rn.ed m• th, ·i,"TlitSono ·:'hn ;1oto.· st~~rtl'l<i '-'titrtout . 
. t:. ;~r:.Spo rtnrl he )~.nei:T there w·, !:1 ) i t.tle <.iE~l'l."l~!· Of StP,1lil'lr,"0 
He 'bo.c'l.:-.:)/i 01lt o"' i:.he r-:::;t>r.,<P·! n.nr.i ~nto th·~ streoto ~hiftinP. 
Jim kne'" th~t ho Mel mo(lel<"!d his moto1· oorreetlYo 
He tms so :proud of whR- t hF! hr-·d ~.ccomplished th•, t ht1 d.id not 
see n. polieer1an on tha corner in time to stop bafor~ the b,lmpP.r of his 
c;:-.r· f'TP-Zed the ofricar.. ThQ:urh tho trf:.ffio cop ~ms not. in.;ured: ha was 
.>=:.nM'Y and asked to sea Jin1".s licRnSeo Inst~.ntly Ji~ ramP-mhererJ he had 
lP.ft it at home and asked the -polieem11.n 1 f ho could 1!...0 Hnd ;'"et ito At 
first the officer dirl not hl'lliova th.!i bay, but finally tr.u~ted hi:"l 'Jihr:m. 
;.!~ sn.w ho"' sorry and fr:f:,eohtenetl J:i.:n was .. 
After the officer hnd looked. at the licenSfJ 1 he sa,.d h•J would 
n;>l: ar•::.·est him 1mt told him to t~.ke the CP.r .~'lO!fie and leave 1 t L1 thH 
,,.,._Rran·l until he learned to keep his e;'res Ol'l ·thn rOt:l.d.. Jb: thc·.nke6 tl1o 
:}olice;n~·n ~nd. :pro:rd s.::d n;:;,ver ~!>:a:i.n- to ·he-·-so carclAs~ o 
-• 
r·. ' 
Directions: Hatch ee,ch ,.,ord. w:l.th its daf'iniUono 
lo ~rage a colorless lS.quid. made from petroleum 
2o injured so ti~ht that no air can escape 
:3o accomplished cha.n~e in ap:pearanoa 
l.J,o gasoline bUilding forhousin.T, automobiles 
So invention da.ma.ged 
6o transform . carried out 
?o airtipht making something new 
IDENTIFY !NG SYNOlr.f~lS 
Directions: Write the 6,y.nOD7mB tor the folloving words: 
lo instantly 
2o lnJvr.ad 
; c fina.ll:r 
IJ.o modeled 
5o stalling 
' 
f· 
L 
f 
I 
• 
• 
SYLltA.BJCATION 
JJirsctioms: Divide tha~a lrore.r:; into syllaolea ~ l'J.c:.cs tha accer~t 
mark after the s~llable accentedo 
1~ gasoline 
2o piatonl!l 
3o garage 
4 o . of:fic\!lr 
5o cylinder 
6o ignition 
J 
L--a- ,, 
•• 
\ 
r • 
l 
Directions: tJn~e~li-r..o th·O! '.!o!"il or .,,or.d.s l;hf'lt a:xnlains t•1u J~ar!ninr of 
tlw i"orcl uncl.erlinnd o 
lo A piston is a 
1 o A immper :t s 
11 a The i?.ni tion in a car :1.s 
5o The throttle 
ALPHABETICAL SEQUENCE 
T>ivot 
short oylind er 
port 
nn inlet 
an intruder 
an instrument fo~ meaeurin~ 
13. SmP.ll kind Of' bird . 
a tnin cloth usa~ for flP.gs 
ft thinp tlmt protects the front o'f ~-?. cn.r 
tho S\lli tch thRt starts the car 
the brakes of th~ e~r 
steerin.cz: wheel o:f' .the car 
rer.ula.teJ the su~ply of ~as in a car 
shifts the car 
is the radiator of the car 
Directions: Arrange these words 1n alphabetical ordera 
inyentlon 
plat on 
l 
- ' 
• 
b Obamole 
~e lofty peaks of SW1tmerla:a4, 
- ~ower :Up tato the air, 
While 3Ut below tbe t!aberltae 
~e g;l'&eaea r1oll abd ttat"e .. 
Now on •h•ue ,1$ilt1• ill•• •® t'la7. 
SW\11 baJtd of c:belaot.a l",_.~ 
We~l goa.,.-d~d. by their 1•a4.,:' 111 
A fsme.le that11 • ·'full gi'O'Wilo 
For she ia quick to gG~f; the seen~, 
Of hunter a paasi.Jls by t 
:Be:tore their lniU~tJs ~ be sent~ 
She utters a alu'Ul cey,. . 
~au quickly over :rock and. en.&~ 
These nimble cll'ea.t~ee f.l.7 • · ·· 
To 1eak a quiet haven. · · · .... 
. . Awe;y frOl!L human ·eye~. . 
The chamois are amall goat .... lti:e anfml).le w~ph.. ~oatil ~n the 
lo:f't:r peaks of the Alps aDd on the mountains Of veat•r¥1 Aaia\" An 
1nterasting fact about these aniula is their color., · ThfJ~ hair .ie 
brown in winter 0 brown fawn. in S"WDffler, and grqtsh in apringo 'rhe:lr 
heads are pale 7ellow with a. bl.a.ck band from ·the nose to the ~arm 
and surrounding the eyes: their tails are black.. . ~7 travel in 
Small herdS 11 &Ud while ther gso&m0 one chall\018 8.llfq.8 l!ltandll gual'do 
This guard is a f'~l~grown chamois whose .remarkabl~: ears and eyes are 
keen and alert o lnmlediateiy ·at the approach ~f ~ enemy this wary 
animal utters an uncallliJ7 crY" o This ·is a signal to the other animals 
that· there 1a danger near~ Once the location: ·ot the enemy' is de:finitaly 
know. the little band prepares for tlighto ~ leap nimbly over deep 
crevae.eea e .,1agged rocks e and up' the &Mererat clifttot., Before the hunt~r 
haa discovered their ~ositiou9 the7 ~'have all disappearedo 
'• ~ ! :. 
.. 
.... 
l-
... 
l 
AS~OCIATING A.DEFlNlTlOB WITH THE CONTEXTUAL USf; OF THE WtRD 
Dire~t1ons:· Retf.erring to the_aelectipn 70u have just read., write the 
worde that mean the same as: 
l., weird 
2 ,. sharp 
J., on oneea gas.rd against ·danger 
. . 
4, means by which a. person or thi~ 
. . ' 
may be traced 
5., unusual 
6, feed on growing ~ass 
? ;, passed from sight 
8.,. to. go about with no special" plan 
9 ., . with points et1:ck1Dg out 
10,. veey high 
lDENT!Ii'YING SYlVONYMS 
---·---------------
Directions: Write the S1'JlODJTD18 for the following words.. You will 
find theae synon,ms in thlj) ato:cy and poem you have Jus\ read .. 
1.. detelld 
2., weird 
3.. sharp 
4o smell 
SD clearJ.T 
•.· t'·-. 
l 
-
Directions~ W~its the anto~s for th9 following wor4So 
1" keen · 
• 
2o lofty ... , w •.-= .. 
3 o remarkable 
4'l dioappee.r 
R'!IJCOGiliZlllG . .ALPHABETICAL SEQtJlilN<m 1 
D:lroctiou: Arrange. the follow!Dg words in alphabetical order o 
cliff 
ja~e4 
approach 
definitely 
immediately 
\r--·-~-----.;..._ _ ............ _ ---~-l 
IDEl\P.I?lli'fiJJG ~WOODS :m LARQER WORDS 
Direc:tiODst· Each o't the :tollov1!1g' woraa contains a t~•ll wordo UD!.ier-
line the small vord~- Place tlls smell word !.11 a _aenttJnce below~> 
~1$: ~astonan~ ton 
We bought a toa of coal,. 
lofty 
lc I----- goi113 to the at"t1ou,.. 
2~ What ___ .....__ we de1 after school t 
3~ H0 t1ent into the be.rn and hid -in the ____ __.o 
4., Wklat is JD7. arithmetic __ ..._ __ ,
• 
The Sheepherder 
One alwa;rs thinks of the cowb07s out o~ the ratJge with only 
. their horses and the-cattle for Dompa~ as the loneliest pao~le of the 
West Q • However a a sheepherder alone with his dog and the . aheep he tends 
iB just as lonely., This me.np who usualq wor~ ~or a ranch8 spends 
. . 
almost all of his time ~ miles from other human beings where only 
animals trespass" Unless there is good irrigation near the ranch9 the 
sheepherder m~t g~ further and fUrther to find good pasture land for 
the aheepo These pastureil lie on the side of hills with hB.rdly a cltlll2p 
of trees to keep off the sun.f' 
The shepherd is sometimes fottrlg but is usuail;r aJt elder man 
who is happier with his dog than with other ~eno He is a caustic fellow 
who seldom chuckles.. Th.ough he loves ·his dog, he becomes very B.Df:!:1!7 
when the dog chases grackles instead of keeping stray sheep from ranging 
too far trom the tlocko !!he sheepherder valke at a slow gaits tho\lgh 
the dog frisks hither .and ;ron like a str~ colt .. 
The shepherd receives bia food supplies t.rom a wagon which 
comes ·rrom the rancho His most important supplies are several vats of 
butter 0 l&rge chunks of frozen meat. and a barrel of corn meal for his 
porr1dge 0 which is a central food at every mealQ 
Once a year the sheep ·are sheared of their fleece attar they 
have been herded to the rancho '.J!hough tba shepherd is more ·comfortable 
at the.rancha h~ is much happier when he returns to the crude life of 
the sheep pastureo 
• 
r 
Directions: Drnw a line under the word or words which identifies the 
meaning of the ttord underlinGd,. 
3o Fleece is 
SY'LLA'B !CA'l'ION 
gourd 
grouse 
kind of blackbird 
small collie 
70'UD.P. horse 
cockle 
vool 
flax 
flicker 
D1rect1oneu Divi~e these words into syllables., Place_ the accent 
mark after the part of the word that is aocentedo 
l.., ranging 
2o irrigation 
;Jo hither 
4o grackle 
5o trespass 
J fleece 
'· 
MATCHING WORDS \Ill~ Jl1ilFINITIONS 
Directions: 
lo . frisk& 
2o trespass 
3"' central' 
4. fleece 
5, hill 
6,, grackle 
Match words with meaning., ~e first one is done for J.'OUo 
. , . a raised pS.rt of, 1~ 
a kind of black bird 
~o on somebcdy' 0e propert7 
frolics about jofOUS17 
main 
wool that covers e. sheep 
I ,,. 
\ 
I 
.,...~ ... ,,... 
· :~ i_;:.;[.: t :: :-'<: : ';I) 1/•,):-;:D S 'l1fl1' 
1., stx·ip e. pers9n of hie money 
2 0 • wool that covers a sheep 
2o The word elder refers to 
1~ au older person 
2~ a shrub 
J, The word ca.ua3e1_c. means 
lo a substance that destro,ys flesh 
2.. sarcastic 
PAll~ II 
Directiontu 'fhe words central11 clun\P,. trespass aud e~cler baTe aenral· 
; '. •. .: t. .:·. (· :i ... ·! :. \.1 :. . ,;· . ,. :· ::·. . ... . 
meani.DgS.. tTDd.erl!.ne the 881ltailc6~ whtcll show tlieir tje h tho •toq q 
• . -. _.!•" .• ':". • • 
. . : . . . . -~ \, ·. 
lo I will call central to get tM mmber~ .·: 
. . .. 
,; . 
Th$ high school is located. in . the cent~i ~t of the tow .. 
Rice is the central food of Ohiuao 
2 .. The. children came to a clump of trees., 
'!'brow awq the clump of mudo 
~ 2he childl."'en watched the old man clump down the road., 
3o I am sorr7 to trespass on your timeo 
lt is wrong to trespass on private propertyo 
If we lie about our neighbor we trespass against bimo 
4o He is the elder of the tvoo 
-l. That 1s e. pretty- elder bush" 
~~ • Oarelees W8frlafa 
1. atnttei 
~. strolled 
.tat•rttnc ~ 
1. eolttter 
"-• WGU'F 
klla"l&Ua 
le Wan qut1 
2. ap :pl'Q&tm 
'· 
veap oa 
"'· 
JO\'JJ' .,. 
' ~~fl.&K lhi!!lH !ad! 
1 
/ 
ADavua - lll'&Ye P!on•n 
U}Si.,0h,~~ .. t22§1o J7?l~~9.~~9..,op.~ 
'• s. 4, a, 1 
.H!.utlft'Jn&, ~OrJ\! JiA'dpt ,l(iUJ2!D .eJ!! --
leo peraon tW thlq that makea Ute euler 
2~~ '4114erso 
~IS!Il §!A1¥11!;1 
1. ancea'm 
2. Ul'i"'1e4 
'· chan 
4. uplore 
1. ale 
5o ~VIIQ'el 
6.. pn.Srtea 
?. Yature& 
a. vS14 
3. lore 
AD•w••• • .b.ola' CatUea 
ll'S<thl!c Wf.VAp i!&$1\ r·!at!IPA 
s. elavea 
ldld&#'idn.s AD,'om• • 
.&uwua will "ffU7 
3. beween 
auuet ut niaht 
l<l&tlfr&m!:,WQ.ttl !!!!AM Mog !Ja..bo ,riey&oc 
Anawe:re vsn ft'q 
aah!biU.~,~SIJW!PRJ. 
1. uraea 
"· 
c1oG1Q' 
2a olatra et:f lmlchta 
• 3. cow, ..... 9o aoat 
,~ .. f.nwbJ.tldp 10. pace 
,. ... ...,. u • tvrete 
'· 
eutq 12. M1~£ht 
irl)abl,e'tm 
1. dftw bJI!4ct s. twl Uah~ 
2o 11111 •••1 
'· 
eou tt u 
,_ l!'e pall-ed 
'· 
tv~·' 
... helmet a. u bib'' 
w. eaww• .. fha D.r1qon ot lltd1eml 
A!u.o.Jf!lg A.,J!!tJ!IU!OD W!\h.b .bD~ !Ill At ~ ,t-19JA 
leo t;enlt?SDC 
'· 
&Rip 
2. aerchc ?. 4t.etrlot 
,. ht4e a. bhabltata 
4. bqa 9. IDOJ!'flha 
s .. cratet\11 ·1o. laue 
IJ!US&dr&L~I 
l .• cf.ttaene· s. J.u.ce 
2 • ldfle 
'· 
dnccm· 
• '· 
terttrtac ?. 4tatdct 
h-•. cratetal 8. pa'lpe4 
llfU!JM II!YltVZ 
1. a hue• aarpen1» 
2o part of the world 
• 3· IJ.'&Ipe4 .. 
4. laue 
s. aultu fear 
1. let 
"'· 
.., 
2. on s. at• 
'· 
'bl' 
'· 
c1llq 
lft·Wif.z!!v: i!!DI&1ItlrAI 
lt~~o ,.., a. 1'14• 
2. ride 4. Jatef\4 
). da11ae 
'· 
waaon 
(these auwon llliF _.,) 
'w_ . BIVUI • ltag-e Plap !tnc .A£o 
411S!li''IKA..bf&a&tla W.bJ!,b cat.sta~ .. uat. ,or, A .. i4SWA 
1. bodice 
a. almpletcm 
!<StaltdK ~<mal 
1. aanent 3. olothta 
2. ... •• , 4. tool 
.. 
JRfa1"JM..!f!!Jde 
1. tool 
2. ~~Uket plaoe 
'· little 
• 
bs2fl'll•.I.M. A~tttlCJ!l seqmmee • 
a\14Seuoe. buav, tlamlel, RttU.ZJC, walatcaat 
'U/_, Anlnl8ft • Vacatlcm Land 
tra.t,et1'M-.1orAa ~J1!t&111$s.ana 
1. endue vhleh IS&kea tbf.Dp ao 
2. unpleatJaDt 
3. utenl$4 
4. coem appe&J."&DDe 
5. thlrags which ma1ra life eaat.• 
!;dl~b!ca!jlsm, 
lo d.e aer9G1 
2. JIG lf.t able 
3. ml ac1 u lout 
4. pal' ,,.. u lu 
s. J.'heu• ma tl& 
Anaven - SpOlia 
!{lent&tzlna ,~ 
metttt&as !tlwJd!'tJ1elflt~~ 
Altatlfttn wlll V&'l!lf 
• 
,:(/ .( A.llh'ere • the SohOol l'ewapapel' 
• 
), b . 
vv-J 
.1\o.capi@i]itq .tl;, nc~~~llpj!sasr.at!! ~-os~c,mmq,t_qq,o_o~~:cr~ 
~MntltzlM Aaf1oa:va 
l. elaY8J7 2~ leee 
IS!tP!tU'zi,DR Wgda..,W,bh HOI:! fbN!, .Qne Heaplmt 
1" beyoD4 ol' areatcw thaD 
2. proteaaloa dematld!Da apeolal prepuatton 
'q to •••• 
4o keen ea.101119Rt ot IOilethiDC 
-· 
!~s;ht.n"' ~2rJ1.\2 nt,tJpl~UM. 
ll.. 'butl4lnc for houlrc automobllee 
a. 4.ulaced 
:J• e&rriecl OU\ 
'"· a oolorleaa U.quld 1184e fltoa petlltolem 
S • mald.q IOiltnhSDB ll8V 
go chaqe in appauanee 
?. eo ti.Sbt that ao atr caa •••.~".'• 
.---/·· 
1Aen.!Jtzlp£.!7J!Uil!l!. 
1. llmll84tately 
4, cles!IIUJtl 
J:ateu&!ltJ!t!:ntua 
J.. 8hon Cl'lltlder 2. o SnatS'Wileati tor llle&IVllc 
3.. a tht.r.Jg tbat p.-oteott 'he flrcat ot a ctw 
4~~~ the mtoh that etana the eu 
s. rel~Q1atea 'h• auppJ.v ot gaa tn a ear 
~Jan)_§Cumgra 
!dlil!IS.!'itA 
1. cae• o ltu 
4-. ot• ft. ce• 
2. pS•' Oone 
s., cyl' tn 4ua 
3. f.a.1\U'ed 
6. wanatona 
'· ca race' 
6. lc Ill' tlon 
• 
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